PROJECT CONSTRUCTION ALERT #3
Gilmer-Chemistry Renovation Project

Pedestrian and Vehicular Impacts
McCormick Road
Chemistry Construction Lane Removal

Please be advised that the construction lane on McCormick Road, north of the plaza between Chemistry Building and the Gilmer Addition, will be removed and limits of construction will be relocated on Monday, August 14 through Thursday, August 17. Limits of construction are being relocated to accommodate the beginning of the Fall Semester and student move-in. Beginning Monday, August 14, all pedestrian traffic will be routed to the north of McCormick road to accommodate the construction barrier/fencing relocation. Upon completion of work, the sidewalk south of McCormick Road will reopen to pedestrians, and barriers will be in place to separate construction, pedestrian, and vehicular areas.

The Chemistry Plaza will remain closed and will reopen during the Fall Semester. Buses will continue to use the night stops in front of Gilmer to west and Thornton to the east. The entrance to the Gilmer Addition will remain open but the accessible entrance ramp will be closed. Please refer to the attached map for details and follow this link http://gis.virginia.edu/Pages/Accessibility.aspx to the updated UVa Accessibility Map.

This work is subject to change as a result of inclement weather conditions. Future Construction Alerts will keep you updated with the progress of the work and any required changes in schedule.

Thank you for your cooperation. Please contact us with any questions or concerns.
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